
2022 McLellan Poetry Competition 
 
 
 
The winning and commended entries in the 2022 McLellan Poetry Competition were announced by 
judge Hollie McNish as part of the McLellan Art Festival on the Isle of Arran, Saturday 27th August. 
 
There were well over 700 entries to this year's competition and after much deliberation, the winning 
entries are as follows: 
 
 
FIRST PRIZE: Annaliese Broughton from Ayr for "We Did not Know" 
 
SECOND PRIZE:  Jonathan Edwards from South Wales for "Terrace, 1960s" 
 
THIRD PRIZE:  Tilottama Chowdhury from West Bengal, India for "How Was Your Day?" 
 
 
Five further poems were COMMENDED.  In no particular order, these are: 
 
Morag Smith from Paisley for "Lost" 
 
Penny Shutt from Edinburgh for "Student Teacher" 
 
Matt Hohner from Baltimore, USA for "At the Afterworld Reunion of Could Have, Would 
Have, Should Have High School" 
 
Jos Olive from South East London for "Ripe City" 
 
Anne Clarke for "Past It?" 
 
 
Many Congratulations to all of the winning and commended poets! 
 
There will be on line Poetry Competition Winners' Night on Zoom on Sunday 18th September at 7 pm 
(UK time) when all poets will be reading their winning poems, introduced by Hollie McNish. Tickets 
will be available on Eventbrite shortly. 
 
The winning and commended entries, plus brief biographies of the poets are set out below. 
  



We Did Not Know

We didn’t know we were poor 

when we placed our unwrinkled lips 

over fag doubts decorated in old ladies’ lipstick

outside the hairdressers.

When we hid in the wheelie bin cupboard

during a game of 40-40 in,

giggled because we knew we’d been found

as our feet squelched in bin juice infused jelly shoes

we still didn’t know we were poor.

When Ahmed and I clapped our hands together,

our Quenchy cup tongues choreographing a new song,

we didn’t sing about being poor

and when we stood in front of the broken brick wall

fit for a Ken Loach backdrop,

watched those men with spray guns 

exorcise our expression out of the cement,

we didn’t know it then.

Despite the signs, 

we played ball games,

smiled at the twisted teeth 

on the tops of walls even when they growled,

climbed into areas that weren’t ours,

tried to get upstairs before our mums caught us

in our paint-stained clothes

that not even a hot Matey bubble bath could wash out.

When we sat at our pine table,

we didn’t use spaghetti hoops to spell out ‘poor’ 

on our plates, we ate up whatever 

our red-topped newspaper mate fed us,

Dad at one end, it at another

and when we dragged mismatched chairs together 

at the community centre party to make temporary beds,

with bloated jelly and ice cream bellies,

Kyle Minogue was Spinning Around our heads, 

not that we were poor.

We did not know it when he came to the door;

the provvie called Alan when we had money

and when we didn’t, he was back to being ‘the provvie’.



We did not know when we watched our screens shake

and saw the whale from Free Willy escape, 

that Keiko the orca didn’t escape really.

We did not know, 

When we set alight 10p mix up bags and danced around our lanterns until they burned to ash.

When we had estate wide water fights.

When we came together in the summer sun,

unstacked green plastic chairs for BBQs in the street.

When we breathed in that special smell; water drying away from concrete.

When we watched Countdown at nan and grandad’s 

we didn’t find the word poor and even if we did it would’ve been a crap score.

When we circled baby Annabelle in the Argos catalogue at Christmas.

When we held mums’ hand on the walk home.

When she told us we were as warm as toast.

We did not know.

When we balanced on cobblestones. 

When we left our problems in the underpasses.

When we counted sheep-shaped pounds.

We did not know.

When we watched our neighbours move out 

and developers move in.

We did not know.

When the camera crews came in.

We did not know.

When they asked us for interviews.

We did not know.

When they tried to tell us that we were poor.

We did not know.

When they tried to show us on the telly that we were poor.

We did not know 



that we were poor 

because 

we 

were 

not.



 
 
Annaliese Broughton 
 
Annaliese Broughton is a working-class poet, theatre-maker and facilitator living in Ayrshire. 
Recently, she was selected to take part in BBC Words First, a talent development scheme for spoken 
word artists. Her poem ‘New Meanings’ is currently being animated by Calling the Shots and will air 
later this year as part of the BBC Contains Strong Language Festival. Annaliese is ecstatic to have 
won the McLellan Poetry Competition 2022 with her poem ‘We Did Not Know’. 
 
 
 

 
 
Annaliese Broughton 
  



Terrace, 1960s

Downstairs, in the parlour, 
the great grandma I never met
sits – click-clack, click-clack – 
knitting it all together,

and out in the street, my grandfather 
opens the bonnet of his latest fixer-upper, 
reaches down to twist a nut or bolt 
between his thumb and finger, 

as out in the backyard, one of the chickens 
who have the run of the place all week, 
till he wrings their necks on Sundays, 
looks up now, in the direction of its future, 

and my gran is hanging out the washing, 
putting this whole street at sea,

as the next door neighbour starts her slow procession 
down the yard to the bin, 
holding before her like a trophy 
a gleaming tin of peaches, 
so the street can get a good eyeful 
of what they’ve had for tea,

and upstairs, my uncle’s a teenager, 
wants to grow up to be a vicar, 
stands in his bedroom, bedsheet over his head, 
giving the sermon to a congregation of stuffed animals, 
a blessing to this house, 

and in the next room over, the bathroom, 
my father prepares for a date 
with a woman who may or may not be my mother, 
combs his hair, stares so long in the mirror, 
he might wipe away the steam and make me out, 

and it’s a Saturday afternoon like any other,
and it’s now, this moment moving towards evening, 
when they all pause and they all look up 
from the street, the backyard, the stuffed animals, the mirror, 
at a sudden sound, which may be the swoosh 
of this pen across this paper, 
or may be the reaching 



and reaching of this thumb and finger
down the chimney and into these lives, 
to take the lot of it, here, on this palm 
and offer it to you, now, like this, before – 

click-clack, click-clack, click-clack, click-clack – 
the great grandma I never met 
starts up again, starts up again, 
to knit it all together.



Jonathan Edwards 
 
Jonathan Edwards is the author of the poetry collections My Family and Other Superheroes (Seren, 
2014) and Gen (Seren, 2018). He lives in Crosskeys, South Wales. 
 
 
 

 
 
Jonathan Edwards 
  



How was your day?

"How was your day?" asked my mom. 

I could say it started with apples, 

I could tell her about the kids down the street 

who asked me why my eyes were so narrow, 

and how the apple juice I had been drinking 

turned sour in my throat. 

I could tell her about the clear blue sky 

as I walked back home, 

or I could tell her how the people on the bus 

stared at me until I had to get off. 

I thought about how the mask hid my face 

but never my eyes, eyes that made others lean away. 

When I came home, I asked my mother 

if we had any oranges at home. 

"No," she said, "but we have apples." 

The bitter taste of my morning's silence 

now returned on my tongue. 

After a pause, I answer her, 

"My day was fine. How was yours?"

I could say it started with oranges. 

They were stacked in a neat pile at the grocer's.

I took a few and stood in queue at the cashier's,

I heard hesitant footsteps falling quietly behind me.

When I turned around, I saw half a face 

and fearful eyes, standing four places away. 

I put the oranges back and left the store. 

My only farewell were the faded orange letters 

of an ironic 'Welcome' sign. 

I saw my daughter as I turned the corner. 

She was walking with her held her head low 

the world seems to have become too cold for her. 

I had opened my mouth to call her, 

but there was an orange sized lump in my throat. 

When she came home, she asked me for oranges 

I thought about the oranges I left at the store, 

if she were me, would she have done the same? 

She said, “My day was fine. How was yours?” 

After a pause, I force a smile, "My day was fine too."



 
Tilottama Chowdhury 
 
Tilottama Chowdhury is a writer from India. She hopes her writing brings about smiles and laughter 
— an occasional tear or a full on breakdown on the kitchen floor wouldn't hurt either. She wishes to 
stir something within her reader's hearts and help them escape any harsh reality even if it's only for a 
while.  
 
She is the winner of the Australian South Asian Center's Poetry Competition and her essay on 
Virginia Woolf was recognised by the Cambridge University. Her poems have also been published in 
various international literary journals.  
 
 
 

 
 
Tilottama Chowdhury 
  



Lost

The day I realise my wedding ring
Is gone, a fourteen year old girl
makes the news, playing a piano
which sits in the ruins of her house.
I empty the rubbish bags one by one,
pick through each piece of detritus,
forgotten bread gone hard, mouldy cheese,
retrace my steps of the day before, 
phone the supermarket, Could you check,
I think I might have left something there…
She played well, though angrily, which
Is no surprise. They say her mother filmed it
while her mobile still had a charge.
I have mislaid or forgotten so much
over the years. I search the garden bin,
then the S bend in the kitchen and
the washing machine, although there is no rattle.
After a week it hurts less. I begin
to fantasize about it gleaming from
a magpie’s nest where summer storms
will split the tree, send it falling to
the field’s floor where a migratory
goose swallows platinum with grass,
then miraculously shits it back
into the East Siberian mine from which
the ore came. She could be safe somewhere,
selling tickets for her first concert.
My children will likely find it years later
as they clear the house. It will wink
from a forgotten corner, or be found
down the back of my bed. Each night
I dream of her fingers, how they brush
the keys while dust clouds swirl and missiles scream
through bedroom windows. A later broadcast
clarifies that she was playing Chopin,
who watched from Paris while a Russian army
advanced on Warsaw. My brain can’t leave them
-ballade No.1 in G minor,
the girl, the ring, my dumb carelessness.



Morag Smith 
 
Morag Smith’s short fiction and poetry have been published in ezines, magazines and anthologies, 
including Ink, Sweat and Tears, Poetry Ireland Review and Gutter. She is the winner of the 2021 
Paisley Book Festival /Janet Coates memorial poetry prize. Her first pamphlet is due out from Red 
Squirrel press in November 2022 and is about the human history, ecology and rewilding of a semi-
derelict hospital in Renfrewshire 
 
 
 

 
 
Morag Smith 
  



Student Teacher

He arrived for just one term, ruddy-cheeked 

and fresh out of Oxbridge. Miss Webb’s scowl 

was relegated to a seat 

at the back of 6A, one heel dangling 

from the ball of her arched foot, as he 

leant corduroy-clad thighs on the desk in front of ours, 

cupped the book of poems in his hands like a baby animal

and read to us the works of Keats and Clare 

and Plath and Blake for the first time  

whilst we crammed what he told us of their lives, 

pencilling the romance of their lunacy 

into the empty space around the text.

After school we swapped our streams of furtive imaginings

over MSN, mocked the plum mini skirt 

Miss Webb turned up in one day, so short

David Robinson had to shield his eyes with his lever arch file. 

We could tell she wanted him too, the trickle 

of his voice on Thursday afternoons, his vowels 

thrumming in our minds on the bus home 

as the sky darkened and we became secretive 

about sharing notes, burned for the rapture 

of his inky scrawl on the tops of the essays

we offered up, warm from the printer

and straining just  beyond the word count. 



Penny Shutt 
 
Penny is a poet, psychiatrist and Hawthornden fellow who works in child and adolescent mental 
health in Edinburgh. She runs therapeutic writing and poetry therapy workshops in her spare time as a 
member of Lapidus. 
 
She has recently had poems featured in NHS anthology These are the Hands and in the 2019 and 
2020 Hippocrates Prize Anthologies. 
 
She was winner of first and second prizes in the Psychiatric Research Trust poetry competition in 
2014 and her novel has been long listed in the Lucy Cavendish Fiction prize in 2019 and was previous 
runner up in Good Housekeeping magazine novel competition.  
 
 
 

 
 
Penny Shutt 



At the Afterworld Reunion of Could Have, Would Have, Should Have High School 
 

Everyone is the age they were the moment they left their bodies.  
They compare what they heard and saw, what they smelled, how hard  

those bullets hit. Each speaks of the last thing they remember, what they  
thought about, whose faces lingered until everything went dark. They speak  

 
of learning the unique perspective of a chair leg where it touches linoleum,  

the view from the tiled hallway floor sideways, the familiar warmth of their own  
blood pooling around them, the geometric simplicity of a drop ceiling as it shrinks  

into a lengthening tunnel of black. Some, of course, were head shots who never heard  
 

the one that got them. They joke about it because they can, now, because who says  
such things about their school day? Soldiers in foxholes used to own exclusive rights  

to that altruism. But now they join the war dead with vaporous monuments erected  
out of politicians’ thoughts and prayers instead of having their names carved  

 
into black granite or white marble. The reunion is held in a school cafeteria that looks 

just like the school cafeterias of everyone present. It’s eternal pizza day. Everyone can 
take more than one slice. The vending machine in the hallway flows with an endless 

supply of free soda and junk food. The ones voted class clown posthumously by the 
 

survivors have all smooshed pink coconut cream puffs between two slices of pizza  
to make sandwiches. Everyone laughs. Over the school p.a. system, Alphaville’s song  

“Forever Young” begins to play. They push the lunch tables to the walls and slow dance 
without the sting of irony. Some killed alongside their first real loves dance with each other.  

 
Others too shy to ask out the cute, cool kid in English class dance with their arms  

around air, imagining when they, too, will arrive after spending more time on earth alive.  
Next reunion, maybe, on a more crowded dance floor. In the afterworld, Could Have,  

Would Have, Should Have High School reunions increase with each gathering,  
 

rather than dwindle in size. Those gunned down before they reached middle school  
are out on the playground, perfect afternoon recess weather, looping in those moments  

when the doors open and they rush out into bright sunlight, reach the top of the sliding  
board, jump-step into a game of double-Dutch in perfect rhythm. There is no teacher  

 
to call them inside. Clouds pass overhead, their cool, gentle shadows brushing softly  

across the hillside where the joy continues uninterrupted, as if that one very bad day  
had never happened. Their parents arrive to pick them up one by one when their own  

final bells ring on Earth to dismiss them from the horror their America has become.  
 



Matt Hohner 
 
Matt Hohner is an editor for Loch Raven Review. His work has appeared in The Moth, takahē, Prairie 
Schooner, New Contrast, Narrative Magazine, The Cardiff Review, and many other publications. 
Hohner’s first collection, Thresholds and Other Poems was published by Apprentice House in 2018.  
 
His second poetry collection is forthcoming from Salmon Poetry in 2023. He lives in Baltimore, 
Maryland. 
 
 
 

 
 
Matt Hohner 
  



Ripe City.

Two honeybees slut themselves in nectar from flower to flower. The weather is an overripe plum
in a fruit bowl. Students form campfire circles around Tesco instant barbeques. A man leaves a
cloud of vape in his path and the sky smells like foam bananas. Dogs' lazy tongues hang out. A
Lewisham adonis flexes his biceps in front of a tripod camera stand as he instructs his followers.
A woman takes two small boys blackberry picking. Mosquitoes are smacked against juicy thighs
as they take a bite. Basketballs bounce against hot tarmac. The girl with curly hair runs an ice
cold can over her girlfriend's hot back as she sleeps, she laugh-screams and they kiss. The ice
cubes melt in my latte. On Instagram everyone’s waiting for a storm.

Things crack in this heat
clouds open and the sky leaks

raindrops on burnt skin.



Jos Olive 
 
Jos Olive lives in South East London, next to the park which this poem is a love letter to. She teaches 
children with special educational needs. Jos has taken part in short courses in creative writing at 
Goldsmiths College.  Despite unsuccessfully applying for Mastermind during lockdown with Beyonce 
as a specialist subject, this is the first time she's been commended for anything since sports day 2001 
[egg and spoon race]. 
 
 
 

 
 
Jos Olive 
  



Past it? 
A pundit on the radio said most older writers no longer produce good work 
 
  i 
 
I watch a soaring bird shed from its wing 
a single grey feather which drifts down 
like a spent leaf. I stick it in my buttonhole. 
 
The sky is laughing at me, I’ve lost 
the spontaneity of clouds, too slow 
to change my shape second by second 
 
with the tug of air.  
I’m settling into featureless stone  
like a cancelled Buddha. 
 
  ii 
 
Must I then endlessly reheat  
tropes past their sell-by date 
croon old numbers on a mixtape loop? 
 
No! I’ll have none of it. Watch me unpick 
all the stitching, tear up the pattern books, 
run wild in the streets gibbering wise riddles 
 
flowers garlanding my lunatic hair. 
Who says the sequel never matches up? 
Who says it’s a sequel? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Anne Clarke 
 
A C Clarke has published five full collections and six pamphlets, two of the latter, Owersettin and 
Drochaid, in collaboration with Maggie Rabatski and Sheila Templeton. Her fifth full collection, A 
Troubling Woman came out in 2017. She was one of four winners in the Cinnamon Press 2017 
pamphlet competition with War Baby. She has been working on an extensive series of poems about 
Paul and Gala Éluard, later Gala Dalí, and the Surrealist circles in which they moved. The first set of 
these was published as a pamphlet by Tapsalteerie last year (2021). This year a full collection based 
on the same material, Alive Among Dead Stars, was longlisted for the Black Spring Back of the 
Drawer competition 
 
 
 

 
 
Anne Clarke 


